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On Finite Groups Generated by Odd Transpositions, IV 
Let G he a finite group. X subset /I of involutions of G is a set of odd 
trarcsposition.s of G if G ~~ (IT 1)” ~~ II, and UC has odd order for :.ny pair 
fl, ii‘ of noncommuting elements in D. 
‘I‘his paper completes the classification of groups generated by odd trans- 
positions begun in [I]. Specifically the following theorem is pr-owd: 
‘hCoRE~1. Let G be a jinite group genes-ated r?y a conjujrucy chm. 1) (!f odd 
tramspositions. A-lssume G has 120 rlofitrizial soleuhle nomal .v.+roup and 
G’ G”. Thm one ?f the follomity hola's: ( I) G s S,, the .yrlrmetric. ,group on 
n IrttPrs mid II is the class of ordinary transpositions. 
(2) G > Y+,,(y), Fn(q), or O,,‘(q), q men, a sJ~wp/ertic, unitary, 01 
or~tl~ogonal ,yroup orer a field of ewn order, and D is the c1o.s.s of trauswctims. 
(3) G ‘.& “O,l’(q), fl 3 or 5, u fHTtftp~lal ,yrollp wer GF(q). and II is a 
class of reflections. 
(4) G :m Sz(q) a Sueuki~Youp. 
(5) G is the wreath product qf I,,(q) Oy S,, , y 2 well. 
(6) G is one of the three Fischer Lyroups. 
Section 13 contains a general discussion of groups generat 1,~ odd trans- 
positions. 
‘The following result is one application of the main theorem. 
‘I‘HEOREM 6. Let GiA be a rnntz 3 peunutution cpmlp, let 11 i R, mtl 3 0 
nontriziai orbit of H G, on Q. I,et D he the set of incolutions in G cor!ju~wte to 
rrn elemeM of IJ, . .-hunw I) i.s mt2enzpy arid ariy two points of -(I, dctermi?if a 
unique line IN the geonratly nssociated with G am1 3. Then 11 i.s (I rtrrss of odd 
tr.atispositio?is of \I I)~ 
The extra condition on lines is weak and probably unnecessary. In essence 
‘I’heorem 6 savs that in most instances the stabilizer of a point in rank three 
groups acts faithfull\- on its nontrivial orhits. alternatively, a gwmetric 
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interpretation is that the esistcnce of involutorv elations strongI>- determines 
the geometry. 
12. NOTATION 
Let LI be a set of odd transpositions of G. G is represented as a permuta- 
tion group on D by conjugation. For 4 C D and H < G, we denote b! 
H, , H(4), the pointwise, global stabilizer of 4 in H, respectively. Set 
HJ H(A)/Hn with induced permutation representation. 4 is a set of 
impuimiti7;ity for GD if 4 n A!’ #. for allg L G - Arc;(O), and 7 go 4 ,I: II. 
Let 4 be a set of imprimitivity of G”. We make the following definitions: 
D, fa:E4”: [Cqd] I,a -- 4;, 
DA’: -[fzEa:ED3j, 
4 ‘- -_ {4J u D 
.*I3 4” ~ 3 ‘,‘ 
Ij7, ~-- ia E AC : o1’ Ai], 
m; _ (a E 4’: : D, DJ. 
,C?(A”) is the graph with vertex set 4” and edges (Og, All) for Ag E D,“. 
.&(49 is the block design with point set A”, block set [a’ : CC E A”) and 
incidence defined by inclusion. The line through a and /3 is 
u: * /3 is singular if /3 c a: ’ and hyperbolic if /i’ c A, . 
D” juz : 7’ t I),, ) u E D). N G is a II-subgroup if H <II n II 
The D-zcidth or width of G is ~ 5’ n D ~ where S is a Sylow Z-subgroup of G. 
A tvt’ungle in G is a triple (u, W, C) with u E I), z‘ F n,, and w E .-I,, n A, 
(u, w, z) is a triangle of thefirst, second, third kind, if UWL’ is II, 4, 2n, respec- 
tively, where n .-, I is odd. 
O,(G) is the largest normal solvable subgroup of G. Z!‘(G):O(G) 
Z(G;O(G)). All groups arc finite. 
\\‘e continue the numbering of results from [I]. 
13. general> i)Iscussror 
This section is intended as a discussion Of the main theorem together with 
certain properties of groups generated by odd transpositions proved here and 
in [I]. 
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Let D be a set of involutions generating a group G and normalized by G. 
Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Then 11 is a set of odd transpositions of 
G if and only if for any choice of distinct U, c E S n I), 
Thus, one can determine whether a class D of involutions is a set of odd 
transpositions of a group G by examining the centralizers of elements in IY. 
Let D be a class of odd transpositions of G. If a: t horn(G) then Dal ii ;L class 
of odd transpositions of Gcx, so with little loss of generality we can take 
O,(G) - I. If G 1~ L,(q) wreath S,, th en G contains a unique minimal 
normal subgroup :lf, 111 is simple and G -1 aut M. 
Further G/M has width at most one so if G ,A ;I1 then ~ GfJI 2n, 11 
odd, and for u ED, zP’ is a class of odd transpositions of :u, ~11 ‘. :So with 
little loss of generality wc can take G’ G” = dl. Hence, the hypothesis of 
the main theorem are applicable and G is known. 
Let K 7 O,.(G), N =: O(G). One of the following holds: DHiH is a set 
of 3-transpositions of G/H, K/H is in the center of G/N, or H is in the center 
of G. In many cases one can conclude K/O,(G) -~ %(G;O,(G)). 
Assume G is solvable. Then either f1NIE-I is a set of 3-transpositions of 
G/H or G’ is 2-closed. 
Associated with G and D is a graph or geometry; the elements of 11 arc 
elations on this geometry. If G’ ~,K G” the graph is disconnected. If G’ G” 
and the graph is disconnected then G is L,(q), Sz(q), or C,(y), q :;. 2 even. If 
the graph is connected the stabilizer II of point u is transitive on the points 
adjacent to cx G has low rank as a permutation group on the point-s of the 
graph, and in many cases is rank 3. 
14. PROOF OF THE IlAIN ‘~IIBOREM 
Let G be a counterexample of minimal order to the main theorem. 
Theorem I (of [I]) implies that G satisfies the following hypothesis. 
I-ITPOTHESIS C. D is a conjugacy class of odd transpositions of the jinite 
Cgroup G. 9(D) is connected. u E D, a: is a maximal set ?f imprimitizit_\l of G 
containing u, 13 :: (D,? and -11 0, (II). 
3.7 and Theorem 2 (of [I]) imply that 152 -/- N. 8.8 implies that 1-E’ ~ W’ 
and 3.4 implies that H is transitive on D n*. Therefore, H/M satisfies the 
hypothesis of the main theorem and therefore by minimality of G, appears on 
our list. 
If /),Cl/~J/ is a set of J-transpositions of I/ .I/ then ‘I’hwrcm 2 implies 
that D is ;L set of 3-tt-anspositioIls of G, and, thus, Fischer’s classification of 
such groups [4], implies that G is on our list. 
so II .I1 1 .Vp,,(y), ( ‘($(y), LSz(y), OI- /,.,(y) 1) reath ,\‘,, , y 2 c\-VII, 01’ OJj). 
‘I’hcreforc I>\ Theorem 4. .lI is not in the ccntcr of if, while I>\ Theotwm 5, .I/ 
is in thi. center of Il. 
This contradiction complctcs the pl-oof. 
‘I’hec)rcills I, 2, and 4 appear in Parts I, II, and Ill of [1], 1rcspectivcl!. 
Theorem 5 is proved in Section I7 of this paper. 
Given ~results of Shult ([Xl; [9, Proposition 31) and Fischer [5], a straight- 
forwxrd induction proof yields the following theorem. a4lso the authot- 
under-stands that C‘. Hcring plans to publish a proof of the result. Therefow 
no proof is included for Theorem 15. I 
(2) I,'" is permutation isonmrphic to I,,(y), Sz(y), or ( .:$(y), y fwx, irl their 
nafzlrrrl tlouhl~~ transit& reprrsfnlrrtiolis. 
For the rvmaindcr of this section Ict G!? lx a counter example to ‘I’heorcm 6. 
I,et .\- II, Define 3 geometry .Y? with point set S2, hlOCliS [:Y”! U A”, and 
incidence tlcfined hy inclusion. .& is the geometry aluded to in the statement 
of ‘lkwr~m 6. By hypothesis any t\+o points in R determine :I unique line of 
:9?, so .\- :rcts semiregularl! on the remaining orbit r of I/ (e.g. [7]). Also .\~ 
fires all lines through Y. I,ct cl ” F A. ‘I’hen .\’ fixes A” and, therefore, normalizes 
.\-‘I. I< n 1” 
[,I-, if, I _’ . 
\-” normalizes .\-. :Is .V is wniiregular on r, .V r\ .I”’ I, so 
I,tT 7‘ Ix! ;1n invollition in .\.“. ‘Then 2,~’ is an involution. C‘laini 
F(w) I*‘(u) n F(7,), where k’(“v) is the fixed point set of .v. I:or if not there 
exists ,fl c Q with /3” /3’ ‘I’htw 1-p p-p i3.p t” * p, so 
CK * p L 1 ‘xir. This is impossible 2s :t i 13 is h!-pcrbolic b\ hile $1 + 1” is 
singular. 
I,et u e ~',,(U"‘), Q t dY'i. sup}"'"' [u, u] I Then CY’I F I’. I3ut as (I CC’II- 
trnlizra w, xii t F(w) 2 F(u), . w Ll’J e A, a contradiction. Thcrcfore, 
C’,( UC) ru(u) n C’,)(T). 
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So by 3. I it suiliccs to show \,A Y r\ L> is Abelian. Let IY * /3 be a hyperbolic 
line. i3” ; fi is in N + p, so 01 * p contains at least three elements, and therefore 
.\- .\‘,,(,Y * /3) is doubly transitive on N 4 /3 (e.g. [I]). Further S is normal 
in .\-, and scmiregular on N * /3 -- (a;. Therefore bv 15. I. .Y n I1 is Abelian. 
1,1:11x4 16.2. LP~ I) he a class of odd transpositions of G and .%I O,(C). 
:ISSlll~lC .\f:O,(G) Z(G:O,(G)) arzd G/.-II I’,,(y), q 2. Let u t II, 
A II , VI WM , ,Y .=-~ [G, Al], and Z Z(G) n -X7. ‘I’hn (I ) .Y-’ 
1.11, xl’, 7c c .-I I, , is semireplnr, and 
(1) if c 1 .,Iz, 1 .:Z( I ‘) “< I ;:Jy), then ’ A:,;% : 111:~. 
/‘roof. Let zc E -4,, , set K .A, PC,, Z, ~- Z(K) and K h7i%, Then 
h:O,(h-) .- Z,,(y), so by 16. I, O,(K) h as order v? and with 3.14, elements of 
odd order in K act fixed point free on O,(K). Let I’ be an irreducible com- 
poncnt of K’O,(R) on O,(K). X s elements of odd order in K act fixed point 
free rln I-‘, I ’ has order $ and the representation is uniquely determined [I]. 
(‘lairn O,(K) has R compliment L in K and K is transitive on such com- 
pIiments. IS!. induction \vc’ ma!. t&c O,(K) : 1 . . ,%s ‘0:: is elementary, I,’ has 
a compliment in a Sylow 2-subgroup of K. Thus by the theorem of CJaschuetz, 
I, exists. Further as the representation is dctermincd, K ‘I),,‘ jZ(iD,,‘,) 
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where u is a transvection in ,5+,(y), . so arguing as in Section 2, K is transitive 
on its set of compliments. Now by a Frattini argument, k’:Y ~-: 1,[,11, L] C,(L). 
With 16. I, this yields part (I). 
Now- assume 1.’ esists. let 1 ~~~ zl C, 7tf~, iv,, : [iIf, u][M, v][lf, w]. 
Arguing as in 16. I, ,V iv,, \\‘e may assume Z(G) 1. B!- 3.14, C’,, (WZO) 
Cv(24) n &.(zc). As X J\-,, , 16. I implies 1 :X7 ’ .\- : C,\(U?i.)~’ C,\(UW)i 
mi I Ck(zm)~ , so it sufhces to show CI,~(wz); JR. Let 1. be an irreducible 
component of l; on Z(:Y). C, (u) C‘, (A) by (I), so I’ is of order y” and the 
representation of C; on I’ is the natural enc. Thus, Cr.(ua)~ yz. Let 
S/I ~: %(G/lT) n :Y: I’. By induction it suffices to sho~v AV: I’ I. But 
arguing as before, .\ l,‘(‘,(C’), so 1)~ Part (I), C,( I,‘) is centralized bv 
a, 1,. : CT. 
LEMXIA 16.3. Let .x’, y, u I, I be integers. Then (I ) ;f‘ y’I T 2” ,x2, then 
s (2” 2(‘)/2 and y == (2” -- 2”),12, where b j c 0. 
(2) ;f 2” ~ 2” 2’ ~ 2$, then (c, b) (r, s). 
PY’YOO~. Straightforward. 
Consider the following hypothesis. 
HYPOWESIS I<. G satisfies fiypothesis C. Denote by has the homollphism 
from 1-l to F//:11. &Yet D =- D,*. I-I is isomorphic to one qf the folloecizg groups 
with D the respective natural class of odd transpositions. (I ) H ASP,,, c ‘n(q) 
or x, Ail), v ‘2 2 even, n ; 2 and D the class of tvansvections. 
(2) fl ~~ ~o,iq5), n 4 with D u class of reflections. 
(3) I-i I,?(q) wreath S,, , q _-’ 2 even, n 5, with D the cluss qf 
transpositions. 
(4) 11 Sz(y), y I:- 2 ewn. 
THEOREM 5. Let G satisf3? IIypothesis E. Assume G has ILO nontrivial 
salvable normal subgroup and :I3 is not in the center of II. Then either 
(I) fj y Sp,,(q) and G g Sp,, , 2(q), OY 
(2) If zz L:,(q) and G s C.;,,+,(y). 
In this section, G is a counter example of minimal order to Theorem 5. We 
begin a series of reductions. 
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LEnrnI:I 17.1 . MAO, =- Z(II/O,(H)). 
Proqf. 11.3. 
LEMMA 17.2. Let p E D, . Then VO _ a: * /‘3, und (pi is a-lbelian. 
Proof. Suppose y E PM. T,et c E y. Then there exists x E M with c” E /3. By __- 
17.1, [c, P] ~~~ I, so by 3.3, y E /3-‘-. Thus p” C pi. So clearly (y. * 11 (: rB . 
(Conversely if j? E VO and 6 E c& n /P, there exists c t y and d E 6 with ~;d 1 = 2 
or c d. In the first case / cd 1 = 2, soh3.3, 6 E yL; in the second 
caseSEy”Cyl.Soytol*p.Thus, KO-~ol/3p. 
Suppose “p) is not Abelian. Then there exists a, b E p, a t -4, As !W is not 
in the center of H there exists J t M with 6” + 6. By 8.9, p” + p. So /I” E D, . 
But ab” / =~- : ah 1 is odd, contradicting 3.3. 
LE:nr&rX 17.3. Let /3 t D, . Then I 0: * p Y, 2 
Proqf. Let b E /3. PM C 01;k p by 17.2, and by 8.9, PM ~ = 1 bM I As M 
is not in the center of II, I bM > I. 
LEMRIA 17.4. o( * p -= [cl+ u p. 
Proof. Let m + 1 = 1 a * /3 . wz =- ~ CvO 1 1 bM ,I; p’ by 17.2 and 8.9. 
Suppose a * /3 # {a} u PM. Then 1 IzTD > I so H .s S$,(q), L’,,(q), or 
S,-(q). Thus, p C Vh which has order q - I. So it suffices to show m is a power 
of two. Let d ~-~ a * /3 - {N], and Ai == [M, H]. By 17.2, 8.9, 16.1, and 16.2, 
Nd is semiregular. Therefore, as N 4” H a NC(~), a result of Shult [61] implies 
that VI is a power of two or IV” has 2-rank one. Finally 16.1 and 16.2 imply 
AT’ [.‘\I, WI-’ is elementarv of order at least four and, thus, has 2-rank 
greater than one. 
LElrnrh 17.5. Let y E -3,) r D,* n D,*, L ir> and p 7 1 D, n D,, 1 . 
Then either Lr is transitive 01 one of the .following exceptional cases occurs: 
(1) II L,(q), Sz(q) OY C’.Jq) and /L = I. 
(2, ZI ==- O,-(5), /L ~ 1 and ~ UC 1 ~-. 5.for c E y. 
Proof. By 8.7 D(&) has diameter two so we can assume /3 E D, n Dy . We 
may assume we are not in one of the exceptional cases, so <D, n D, n D,,, is 
not Abelian. It follows that for any j3 E I), n D, there exists 6 E =1,j n D, n D.,. 
Assume I,’ is not transitive, and let ri be orbits of L 011 r, i = 1, 2. Let 
h, t r, n 13, . AS there exists Sj t 14ii n II, n D, , and by 3.2 [r, , r,] = 1, 
j3; , S, C ri Also DCT, n (PI * &) = i/3,1 as /3r E -41,1 , so /I, * /3? - {&j C rr 
Similarly /3r * & -- {/3,j C r, . Therefore, / j3r * p2 == 2, contradicting 17.3. 
So assume I/(D) is connected and let 13) i D, r‘l I)., , .I/, O,( I),: ), 
p, cm I),), I,ct J O,(L). If /3;“2 ‘-: /jl” then as 1’3, + /& ;,5’,; v I?:‘? has or&t 
grrater than tlvo, /3? t PI”. nut then 8, ’ 13~ : 8;’ and so must ha\ c order il 
power of t\vo, a contradiction. So Byi <I fi;‘. I,ct K I)> n /I. A /I,: , 
j3 c I), n I)., It fdl0w that O,(K) ]‘.I ‘: 15 not irl the center of KJ J. ‘L’he 
lemmas in Section 3 of [I] impI\ I, satisfies Hpothesis 1; or all tl-ianglcs in A 
arc of the scconcl kind, or k:01 (I<) I,.,(q) \I reath ,S,z :( In the first cast’ _ 
Ininimalit~ of G implies I,:%(L) y /I is s! mplcctic ol- unitar!. In the. scccrnd 
casr Theorem 2 implies r’l’ 1 is a s;ct of j-.tran~~~ositiolis off,’ /. ‘1’11~ Fischer’s 
classification of such groups implies I,: [ x S, , I ‘& (2) 01 1 I, Xild 
I{ -y 0, (5) or /,:J -~ S,&(2) and iI ‘-: O,(5). Ijut as /,.II:.l/ is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of I/ this is impossihlc. In the third case X.8 yields a contradic- 
tion. 
‘l’hus, to finish the proof of 17.6 we must sho~v the second cucvptional CASC 
in 17.5 cannot occur. But if I1 0, (5) there exists 7’ :~ .-I, s\~ch 
that 74c 3 for c c: y’, so I) I ,j n I,$. is transitive OII I), C? /).‘. \ ,I 
contradiction 13~ the ahov~. 
I,I:.~LhLA 17.7. IN’ is trcznsith:e or7 .A I 
PJY~o~‘. L,ct yt L- .-I, , y, :I I). 1 , C, F yJ ‘I’hen (cl , 14, c.,) is a triangle of the 
second or third kind. In the first case 3.X and 8.6 imply there cvistx ‘i ,Y 24 
with cl.’ C? In the second cast X.5 implies thcrc exists /3 E I), r\ /I. , i\ D ,i ’ 
so hv 17.4 and 17.6 there exists .s E Urn n P ” \t ith yl ii Y2 
I:;br y i -4, , let H(n, y) be the component of L/(-1,) containing y. \\‘e have. 
shown Ix is transitive on H(r, y). Suppose S E- .-I, ~ I{( L, y). ‘l‘hen 
U.,, n D, lm II, SO WC can talre j3 E 11,. n /I, n II,, . But then .AvC,(a) I  I),;‘ 
takes y into S 1,~ 17.4 and 17.6. So G is rank 3 nn 2~“. Thus, I)., n I), I), 
c\actly wl1en :I * s Y * y y .c 6. But thrre is mow than one h~pcrbolic 
line through (1. so there exists o c H(a, y) n B(%, 6), a contradiction. 
I;ollowing the notation of I>. Iligman [4] let // #A(, , / I), , , 
LPN.\1a 17.10. I~ejh1e 1, as ia 17.5. ‘1‘i7en I,;%(L) :- t/ ‘- S/I,,(q), I’,,(q) or 
S,-(y). 
Proof. .Issume first Fi ~~ 1,,(q), Sz(q) or I ‘,l(y) and p I ‘I’hcn 
R (y’ I- I) 777, I i 3 and h 777 - I, so 13~ 17.8, nil! L- 4yltn ,$ 
for some integer .v. Therefore I>\; 16.3, 2tn 21 2” and 4mq’ 2” I’. -\. 171 ‘ b 
1s a po\ver of 2, c h I ) 171 2’1 1, and y’ 2”. ‘Thus, q ~~- I divides 
2711 I. But by 17.9, y ~~~ I divides uz ~ I, contradicting q . 2. 
Se\;t assume 11 1 Jq) and I,:%(L) L,(y). Then fi = ((I:’ -i I) WI, 
A 117 ~~ I and p y ! I so .x.‘) (??Z 4)” 4vzq:~ I~> 17.8. ‘l‘hus by- 
16.3, 4vq 4nzq”, a contradiction. 
17. IO now follows from 17.6. 
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Proof. 1 L : I,’ 1 . . . 2 by 3.2. Thus as the multiplier of Spn(9), l-,!(9) and 
&(q) has odd order except for L,(4) and S,-(8), 3. I2 implies O,(L) :=~ .~z“ has 
order at most two, and if 2 ,+ I, z e O’(Z,). Thus, as :1X H hy 17.10, 
,-r%(H) and x nM b for any /3 E I>,, But then z centralizes Y’ u /3 
contradicting 6.8. 
LEnnw, 17.13. Let E Be the group ?f elations in aut :H(&) Edith renter n nrd 
axis 01. Therl: (1) E :~- ’ CX> has ordeer q. 
(2) if H -=~ Z:,(q) then m :~m qz and hyperbolic lines hare order q TV I. 
Proof. Let y E -4, . NTith 17. I I there is a unique line through any two 
points. Thus, R is semiregular on CY + y ~ [s) il. By 17.4 i 1 I q- 1,so 
as oi C E, 17. I I implies l? .~m s.:n> has order 9 or N ~-- t-:(q). 
Assume i!l = C:,(q). By 17.10 H ~ L.ll and by 17.12, O,(L) m_ I. Thus, 
AT [G, M] .-~~ O,(H). Let Z .=_ Z(H) n A’. <ai Z c L!‘, so as before ~:cx’) %
acts scmiregularl~ on d. If / d ) - 9, Z(n’, (a:. If / d 4” + I then 
Z(CX,~~ acts as an automorphism group of ( :Y * y K and since by 16.2 %<a> 
is elementary, ~ Z<CX, : :i q. So again Z(a ‘,I n, .
Now ia’\ is transitive on ri, of order / q”m”. As X&) normalizes L, 
16.2 implies :1: n N,(y) ~- I. Thus, 9%P’ i .Yc’c;ct:,i =T m3q or m”9 by 16.2 
and the above. Thus, m q’. Also y :V/a<> n .Vc;(a * y)l Tz I d , SO 
hyperbolic lines have order 9 + I. 
LEnm.4 17.14. Ii c& Sz(q). 
Proqf. Assume li pY ,52(q). Let :\’ O,(H). N [H, M] by 17.12. 
1 ah7 ‘CX‘ ~ -: qm2 by 16.1 and 17.13. / q2m2 is a power of 2, : a ’ > is transitive 
on .-l,? , and 11 -= L-1’, so : %;a / /. 
Lena 17.15. Jf H g L,(9) then 112 y or q’. If H N Sp,,(q), n 1 4, 
then m L-- q. If H e C,,(q), n 33 3, then m q“. 
Pro?f. Assume Ii :: L,(q). ‘I’hen /L mu q -~ I, fi : pm and h lrl .- I. 
By 17.8, / = m”q. (A / p)’ _ (X - y)’ -/ 4(R - p), so again b\- 17.8, h j- \J, 
divides 11 =m 2R -+ (/\ - p)(R f /). As - I) mm 2mZ(mL ~ 1) mod(h II), 
(h -1 p)/q (m/q) 1 l divides m2 -- 1, or m : Q. Assume m / y. By 17.9 
m 9)‘-’ so y’ +- l divides qzr’? - 1. Thus, Y I and q” 01. 
By 17.14 if H C,(q) then m y’). Finally assume i{ : S’p,,(y) or 
(j,,(q), n 1: 4. Then singular lines in H have order 9 -+ 1 and q2 ~*- I, respec- 
tivel!. As a singular line a y p {u) u p” the result follows. 
Lmm,rx 17.16. If -- I’,,(q). m =- y2. 
Proof. Assume not. Then previous lemmas imply H Sp,,(q) and m 7 q. 
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So R ~~ qp =- y(q, ~ l)/(y - I), and h = (y - 1) 7 $(q”-” -- l)/(q ~- 1) 
p - 2. As A = /L - 2,:#(&) is a symmetric block design (e.g. [6]). All lines 
have order y + I, so a theorem of Dembowski and lvagner [3] implies 
&(a’;) is n + 1 dimensional projective space over GF(q). By 17.13, D is the 
set of nontrivial elations commuting with the symplectic polarity CL c:- nL. 
Thus, G =: c,D> .c Spn. &). 
I,EMlU.~ 17.17. Iz ., 3. 
Prmf. Assume n -= 2. This case must be treated differently from the case 
n , 3, since when n -: 2 the existence of D-subgroups of type LT:Jq) is not 
assured. For n .m= 2, one shows first that the action of L on a” is uniquely 
determined, and then that this action and the restriction on lines det-ermine 
~?(a”). One then concludes G ~ I,,‘d(g). For details of the proof see 
Lemma 6. I2 in [2]. 
LEslnr.4 17.18. Let y c d4, . Theta O( x y 1 {a, y] u y“ 
Pwof. o( * y C D,, r\ D, for some /3 t &, 6 t d, Thus by 17.10 and 
17. I?, \ 01 * p‘: g L,(y). Thus, 001’~ is regular on n * y -.-- {xi. 
Proof. W’e can choose zY 1-1 if),, r\ D,). 
For the remainder of this section choose CJ and y as in 17.19 and let 
r D,* n D,* and J : (D,,” c? r>. 
LEnr>t.% 17.20. J/Z(/) E C’,,+,(q). 
Proof. Choose 01, y, u in Do n D, , p * 8 hvperbolic. Then /3 * S C J. 
Therefore if n = 3, as hyperbolic lines have order q T I, J - $ c S) gg C,(q). 
I,et 11 ~~ 4. Then D,i n / is empty, so either J/Z(J) 2 C;,(q) or / = (p c y’). 
Let s*, be the set of pairs (p, u * y * a), where /3 centralizes a: * y i: CJ and 
-Y/Z(S) g c:,(q), ,Y l:a * y * CT),. Counting Q in two ways we find that 
D, n D,, n D, n D, 9:’ $ 1, so J/Z(J) s L’s(y). Finally let II > 4. 
Then arguing as in 17.5, / is transitive on Do* n r and 
Therefore, minimality of G implies /iZ(J) -2 LTn. r(q), 
LEMMA 17.21. Let 0 = TU uL and K = (0). Then K-g S’L:n+l(q) and 
‘Jc; (I u EK. 
Proof, (‘Iaim 0” 0. C‘learly I, nornlalizcs 8, so it suffices to she\\- ii 
normaiizcs 0. Let p E 1’. ,Bo p if p I1 so Ict p c I,, Then h\ 17.18. 
i- 0’3 i H. so l-0 I- O. [Ising the fact that 17.21 is trrlc in 1 ,I ,(q)‘,jnc^ can 
check that 1, J(l ‘yJ PI t /3? ), whew Y is the set of lines in I, ,I. So it 
sufbxs to show that o c /3, k /3, ’ 0. Hut this follows from 17. 19. 
so Ob H. I $ H. so fi c;. 1,et /3 ,/. I),; A 0 I),; n I‘, CT l., 
so l‘;O,( 1.) ‘~>: (‘), 1(q), Therefore h! nlinimality of G. I< Z(K) 1 1 ,, ,(y). 
I, centralizes I\ and 0 F .-I, so I’ tl f‘l /I, ‘I’hus, arguing as hcfow fJ u ,I&- is 
self-normalizing. If G B u ?A thsn ik(. 0 U ,a&, and if uot millimalit\ 
of G implies 8 U ah I\(’ so H u \A \(I. h- : h’ 2 and .Sl ~Jqj 
is the covcring group of C.,i(q), so O,(K) 2 a11cl Ii O,( h-) O’(A). 
Thus, O,(K) O,(L) I by 17.13. so K is a homomorphic image of 
Sl ‘,, ,(y). .\‘I ‘,, ,(q), i Sl ~,,(I-/) i\‘, h- : .V,( )i) md 
I,%(h-):%(h-) ‘Y ,‘;I ,Jq) 
by 1. IO, so IY ‘L’ SI .,/ / l(q). 
Define ;I graph 9 as follows: Let ,Y (, he the point set of 9 Let /3 Ix 2 
distinguished point of H and fl the edge set of g(Z1,). I,et the edge set of 9 
be ‘2 K. 
I,et G’ ( ‘,, , Jr/) and 9. the graph associated with G”. 
1,l’hlJ1~, 17.22. V(d) Ck 9 ~: I)‘, 
Pwof. \\.e ShO\V 9 h ./ ) f I. the secc~nd isomorphism is as\. Let h-’ IRS ;I 
subgroup of C’ isomorphic to Sl -,, ,1((r), and 7’ an isomorphism of K and K”. 
Then 7’ induces an isomorphism of ‘r(H) and P(BT). Also 7’ restricted to 
9(H n Di,) extends to an isomorphism of ‘/(I);,) and 9(D,17) commuting with 
R K n II!; So l\‘R(O1) 7’ .YRr(x’f), and, therefore, lVK(a) T ;Xkz(~xT). 
Non- if ai C- /Ii; for some /i i- K then there exists r c K with d’ r\. so 
kr c Y&). implying /a,‘/’ t :\:Ke(a7’), and thus, (XT)” ,u’I’. So ‘I’ can Ix 
estcndetl to a(’ by setting (d) 7 (a’/‘)“, /zi- K. -4s the permutation re- 
presentations of K on ,9 and K, on 9. arc equivalent, 7’ is a one-to-one 
correspondence. 1,et y, t Djj v,ith (y:lT, y:zT) an edge in 9”. There is a point 
of 0 adjacent to the yf’ and H p”, so (yl T, y2T) f? (A 7’y (/lk) 7’. 
1,et Dy be the set of transrcctions in G, 17. I3 and 17.22 imply I1 11-v. 
Thus, C; II II I)” (;’ ‘I’his contradicts the choice of G, yielding 
Theorem 5. 
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